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Oak Tree Times  
All the news that’s fit for camp…. 

 
CAAPtion 1!! 

In the CAAPtion column there is 
a picture and you can come up 
with a caption and leave it in the 
CAAPtion folder outside of the 
OTT room. (Room 312). The best 
caption will be shared in the next 
CAAPtion. 
 

 
The Anonymous Politics Guy on Today’s Wayfair Walk Out 

Hello again, CAAP! I am once again covering the day’s political news. So 
without further ado, here are the headlines for today.  
Former special counsel Robert Mueller will testify before Congress on June 17. 
His last testimony stated that he could not clear President Trump of obstruction 
of justice charges. 
The first Democratic debates have begun as the 2020 presidential election cycle 
officially starts. The first debate is tonight. 
A judge has ruled that Democrats can begin to collect President Trump’s 
financial information as part of a lawsuit against him. 
And now, our main article for today. Yesterday, over 500 workers at the online 
retail store Wayfair learned that their store was supplying beds to the migrant 
detention centers along the southern border. These detention centers have been 
described as unfit for anyone, much less the young children (around the age of 
most people at this camp) that are being housed there without proper 
necessities such as soap and adequate food. These employees asked their CEO 
to stop supplying beds to the detention centers, or they would walk out, or 
leave their jobs in protest. The CEO refused to stop supplying the beds, so 
today, June 26th, over 500 workers walk off their jobs to protest the inhumane 
conditions at the border. The employees are also asking that Wayfair donate all 
sales form the furniture to RAICES, a nonprofit group that reunites migrant 
families separated under President Trump’s separation policy. A spokesperson 
for the workers said that they don’t want to punish the company, but rather 
protest the inhumane conditions. President Trump’s family separation policy, 
revealed last summer, separated children, some of them toddlers, from their 
parents and held them in separate detention centers. The policy drew massive 
amounts of criticism for its harsh and deceptive nature. 
And that’s it for today! Leave a note in my folder to get featured in an article. 
(p.s-only notes left in my folder will be accepted.) 
 

ART DEPARTMENT 
NEEDS OLD T-SHIRTS 
FOR ART SMOCKS! 
PLEASE DROP THEM OFF 
IN THE MAIN ART STUDIO! 
THANK YOU!!!!! 

Tag 
Thanks Alison! My name is Charlotte 
Kaufman. I’m going into the 7th grade at 
the Heath School. This is my fifth year at 
CAAP! I like singing, dancing, acting, 
drumming, and hanging with my dog, 
Casanova. Although I have never 
successfully trained a dog I started a 
website called 
www.politepupco.wixsite.com/dogwalki

ng. (Check it out!) I tag Marlo Sacks!

 

Harry Potter by Chiara 
I like Harry Potter because Hermione is so 
smart and Ron is so funny. J.K. Rowling 
makes the best books. I have a J.K. 
Rowling book at my house in Cape Cod. 

 
What If? 
What if monkeys took over the world? 
What if we evolved from birds? 
What if the world is just an illusion? 
What if the planets stopped orbiting? 
What if life is all a lie, and we don't exist 
at all? 
What if we didn’t actually evolve from 
primates? 
What if CAAP had any “what if” questions? 
What if you just popped them into the 
“What If” folder outside the OTT room? 
What if you asked me “what if” questions, 
and I answered them?  
What if you did all of that?  ~~jgie.  
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Drama! (A Book Review)  

Hello! For my column, I am going to be reviewing books! If you have a book that you want 
me to review, put it in my folder which is right outside the OTT room (312). Also, please 
put your name on a sticky note that you wrote the name of the book on. I got a lot of 
books that people wanted me to review, so today I am going to review the book….. Drama 
by Raina Telgemeier! Drama is an awesome book and the story is really inspiring. The 
main character is a seventh grade girl named Callie. Her passion and love for theater is 
expressed backstage rather than in the spotlight on stage. When Callie’s school prepares 
for their production of Moon Over Mississippi, she thinks big on set design ideas. But with 
a small budget,tickets that won’t sell and romantic misunderstandings, she has to jump 
back into reality. Out of five stars, I would give this book a five! ✩✩✩✩✩ 

 

The True Story of Ice Cream (aka soft serve) 
By Willa Raptelis 

Everyone thinks that ice cream is from cows… but itś not! 
Turns out itś actually from unicorns- unicorn poo. You know human 
farm unicorns, which means that all the cows that you see are just 
unicorns in disguise and when they milk the cows itśactually 
harvesting the ice cream from the unicorns. They have to put extra 
padding on their horns, which is why cows have such square heads. 

You also might notice that sprinkles and other toppings are smaller. Well, theyŕe from the 
baby unicorn poo! The unicorns get bread and then they go all over the world and thatś how 
we get ice cream. 

(Just so you know, paper towels are actually toilet papers because the people 
who get the ice cream from the unicorns have to use the papers. Also, the cones are molded 
from unicorn horns. Also, there is a very big problem where the unicorns are constipated 
which means there is a lack of ice cream. 

 
All About CAAP by Claire D 

I am a new camper at CAAP. I was really nervous to come but 
once I came, it was great and fun. The counselors and the CITs are really 
nice and fun. They will help you find your classes, your schedule, your 
locker. They will help you with anything. You can ask them a lot of questions 
and they will always have an answer. There are so many different classes 
you can take, and there are all different activities. There is writing, 
computers, dancing, music, sports and more. You can do all the things that 
you want to do. You can switch classes whenever you want but you should 
try the class you signed up for. There are six periods in one day, and each 
class is fifty minutes long. Then you have lunch and you can sit with your 
friends or you can sit with your group. After lunch you have the noontime 
show. There are different classes performing on each day so everyone can 
do a variety of things. You can sit in the audience or you can be on the 
stage too. Watching the show is really fun.  Fourth period is a free choice 
period, so you can choose from different activities. It is really fun because 
you get to choose what you want to do. If you don’t like to do one thing 
then you can do something else the next day that you love to do. Also you 
still can choose what your doing. After  you do your last two periods then 
you get your stuff and wait in the courtyard with your groups for pickup. 
You can even get the OTT paper. 

                  Oak Tree Times 
Oak Tree Times is a period in Creative Arts at 
Park. This period is a time for students to use 
their imagination to create a typed document. 
This will be passed out at the end of every day. 
This period is a time to use your imagination, 
write your opinion on situations, interview 
others, or write about something else on your 
mind. I encourage you to join Oak Tree Times if 
you find joy in writing. At least consider 
switching sessions to join OTT. This class is 
located on the third floor and is door 312 if 
you want to join. The teachers are very nice 
and eager to help you get started, and will of 
course make you feel at home.  
                     By William Lawson 

 
 My summer  By Nina  

It is close to the summer vacation, and my 
mom and dad are planning the sketch for 
the summer vacation. At first they 
thought maybe we would just stay in 
Boston for the whole long summer 
vacation, but then my brother and I said, 
“we don’t want to do that and we want to 
do something fun.” So at last my parents 
said they had a plan. FIrst, we will take a 
plane from Boston to China. Then, we will 
take a plane from China to Hawaii. 
And then, we will go back to Boston. 
FInally, we will go to Six Flags or another 
place that we can do something fun.But 
before I do all these fun things I will go to 
a summer camp at the Park school for 
three weeks. 
II hope I will have fun in that camp and I 
really want to say that this summer is the 
best summer I will ever have.  
The End Thank you   

 

    Dogs vs. Cats   
Dogs are very upbeat and 
happy. Unlike cats, dogs can 
run around all day. Cats are 
very lazy but can also be 
energetic. But when it comes 
to night, dogs can be loud 
and snore but cats are very 
quiet. I would prefer a dog 
instead of a cat because if someone in your 
family spills something, your dog will lick 
it up. But do not forget, cats are very 
funny. In my opinion, dogs are more 
helpful and playful, but cats are great too! 
By:Janelle Sinclair and Maxine Cavallaro 
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Today’s Noontime Show was an outstanding performance. The show began with Ariel Rabinovich playing ukulele and singing “House of                   
Gold,” by 21 Pilots. He was great at playing his instrument and a fantastic singer with passion. Next, Simon Amaya Prire played his own                        
arrangement of “My Favourite Things” on saxophone with own amazing style and creativity. He only had a month of experience on                     
saxophone, but was nevertheless very good. After that, Nina Chewan played piano and sang “Movement,” by Hosier. She was a great                     
pianist and had an incredible voice. Then came Improv Insanity with a hilarious story, spontaneously titled “Icelandic Ice Cubes.” It was an                      
impressive performance. Next, the screen came down and we watched Great Scenes’ reenactment of a scene from “Say Anything.” The                    
scene was a mix between an action and a romance movie. It was very unique and original, with a massive cliffhanger at the end. Next we                          
watched “Hat-O-Matic,” an ad for a hat that gives many different powers and advantages to its wearer. It was a very funny video that was                         
very well made. Last came another humorous video of counselors recreating the video and mimicking the dance moves from “Evolution of                     
Dance.” All in all, today’s Noontime Show was an amazing one! 

 

CAAPspiracy theory  
The Drake equation 

As my first piece of writing in the OTT this year I would like to talk about a subject I have been interested in for decades: do aliens exist. Scientists have 
tried in numerous ways to find extraterrestrial existence throughout our universe.  
Preposed first by radio astronomer Frank Drake in 1961 the Drake equation estimates The likelihood of intelligent life in our universe or more simply put 
if anything else that can communicate lives on another planet. The equation itself is As follows: N divided by R* divided by fp and so on. The full equation 
is below 
N = The number of civilizations in the Milky Way  galaxy whose electromagnetic emissions are detectable. 

R* = The rate of formation of stars suitable for the development of intelligent life. 
fp = The fraction of those stars with planetary systems. 
ne = The number of planets, per solar system, with an environment suitable for life. 
fl = The fraction of suitable planets on which life actually appears. 
fi = The fraction of life bearing planets on which intelligent life emerges. 
fc = The fraction of civilizations that develop a technology that releases detectable signs of their existence into space. 
L = The length of time such civilizations release detectable signals into space.

 

The Riddler is back! Here are some riddles to share with your friends: 
 
Riddle #1 
 What has a tail, a head, is brown, but has no legs? 
Riddle #2 
A doctor and a bus driver are both in love with the same woman, an attractive girl named Sarah. The bus driver had to go on a long bus trip that would last a week. 
Before he left, he gave Sarah seven apples. Why? 
Riddle #3 
When does Christmas come before Thanksgiving? 
Riddle #4 
A boy was at a carnival and went to a booth where a man said to the boy, "If I write your exact weight on this piece of paper then you have to give me $50, but if I 
cannot, I will pay you $50." The boy looked around and saw no scale so he agrees, thinking no matter what the carny writes he'll just say he weighs more or less. In 
the end the boy ended up paying the man $50. How did the man win the bet? 
Riddle #5 
What belongs to you, but other people use it more than you? 
Riddle #6 
Mr. and Mrs. Mustard have six daughters and each daughter has one brother. How many people are in the Mustard family? 
Riddle #7 
Re-arrange the letters, O O U S W T D N E J R, to spell just one word. What is it? 
#1 A penny   #2 An apple a day keeps the doctor away!  #3 In the dictionary 
#4 The man did exactly as he said he would and wrote “your exact weight” on the paper 
#5 Your name  #6 There are nine Mustards in the family. Since each daughter shares the same brother, there are six girls, one boy and Mr. and Mrs. Mustard. 
#7 ‘Just one word’ 

 

https://www.space.com/19915-milky-way-galaxy.html
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jacbos advice collumn  
 
hello everyone welcome to my jacbos advice collumn 
question 1: hello. my name is probably a name and ive come because of a 
problem in my life. i was playing with my legos anf then my mom took 
them away because i wasn’t doing homework. whAt do i do?? im very sad. i 
tried asking for my legos back but she said no. please write back. -probably a 
name 
okay so my advice would be to get a new mom 
question 2: hello? my name bruh and i have a proble.m my brother beat me 
in connect 4. i tried beating him in connect 4 but he beat me in connect 4, i 
also tried beating him in connect 4 but that didn’t work. please ayuda. -bruh 
this is a serious problem. im thinking seriously. i would say look both ways 
before you cross the street. i hope this helps. thanmk you for reading my 
article.                                -jacoob d 
                                                   P                                              dont edit this also 

 
Interviewing Random People! 

By: Orli and Gavi 
In this column we will interviewing random people. They will be 
anonymous. You, yes YOU will have to guess who we are interviewing! 
In the next article, we will tell you who it was. It could be  a camper, 
CIT, or counselor! Good luck, you’ll need it. (P.S. the last person we 
interviewed was….. HALLIE THE COUNSELOR!!!!! Give yourself a 
big pat on the back if you guessed right!) Now, the next anonymous 
interview: 
Q1: What is your favorite class at CAAP? 
A1: I really like…....uhh......clay. 
Q2: How many teeth do you have? 
A2: I-I don’t know. What's the max amount of teeth you can 
have? 32? I don’t know. I have to normal amount of teeth you 
can have. That’s how many. 
Q3: What is your favorite smell? 
A3: Hmmm……..that’s a hard one. I’ll say burning wood. 
Q4: What is your birthday? 
A4: October 17th. 
Q5: Do you like the winter? 
A5: I, uhh….can I say kinda? Ok. Kinda. 
Q6: Do you like windows? Big or small? 
A6: Of course I like windows! Big windows, yeah, definitely big 
windows. 
Kids: Thank you! 
Human: No problemo. 

 

My Classes by Emily 
 
My classes are digital photo, oak tree times, creative 
computing, magic pencils, and kindness. I took pictures In 
digital photo. I did writing about penguins in ott. In creative 
computing you use scratch on the computer. In magic 
pencils you write a book! In kindness through art, you learn 
how to be kind with art.  
 

 

How to prank your CITs! 
Prank #1: Say to your CIT, “look at this water bottle!” Make 
sure they look in the water bottle very closely, in the eye! 
Once they do that, squeeze the water bottle together, and 
bamm! It hits them right in the eye! But, be sure when you 
squeeze the water bottle, you step a few inches away, 
because, well, you never know if it might splash you, 
instead of the CIT! If you are looking for more extreme 
pranks, go to my fantastic folder that says my name, 
Prankster. And I bet you will come up with really fun 
questions and suggestions for ME! Thanks! 

 
From the WOLF’S Perspective 

By Juniper Richmond 
Okay so i bet you know the story of the big bad wolf and all 
that drama.So that is sooooo FAKE.Here’s the real 
story.Wolf have a bad reputation ever since we started eating 
humans.But i think you deserve the whole real truth.Once 
upon a time us wolves were vegan.We only ate fruits and 
veggies.But then the humans found our secret stash.They 
claimed it was theirs(which it wasn’t)and ate it all!!so that 
very day this little Red you speak of was passing by.i asked 
her where she was going and she said to granny’s and it was 
a little farther into the woods so I crept off and ate her 
granny. No biggie.Then when she came I asked a few 
questions yatayata and ate her.   THE END   
 (and no she didn’t come out and kill me) 

 
CAAP-pinions  
 

Welcome fellow caapions. It is finally the debut of my 
opinion column. How this works is that you put things 
in my folder and I right my opinion on it, listing the 
pros and cons. You could ask me “which is better” 
question or you could ask me for my opinion on 
something. Well, today, because I don’t have anything 
in my folder, I am going to write about one of the most 
heated topics in the OTT room. This topic is cheese 
sticks. Yesterday the OTT director was spotted biting 
(not stringing) a cheese stick. A few seconds later I 
polled the room and 90% said that that was disgusting. 
Later OTT CIT, Lucy Narva, told me that 60% of your 
body’s response to taste is determined by the texture. 
Also, after looking it up on the web, I saw somebody 
on the internet say,   “I don’t understand people who 
bite string cheese rather that peel it, why take away 
the joy in a fun snack”. I hope after today you guys 
know how to eat string cheese. If this was helpful 
make sure to check my folder and drop in more things 
for me to weigh in on.  
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The Theremin 
In the late 1910s scientist and 
Russian spy Leon Theremin was in 
his lab, working on a new 
experiment. He was standing by a 
gas meter, testing the density of 
different gases, when he heard a 
strange noise. A ghostly whistling 
noise, unlike he had ever heard 
before. It was coming from the gas meter. The gas meter was 
sending off sound vibrations coming from electric currents 
moving between his hand and it. Leon was instantly addicted to 
playing with the Theremin and adding improvements to it. Soon, 
it was being manufactured and shipped all over the world. 
Although the Theremin never accepted as a real orchestral 
instrument, it gained a lot of popularity over a short time after it 
was created. It is played with both hands near two antenna. One 
antenna controls the pitch and the other controls the volume. I 
think this is one of the coolest instruments I have ever heard. 
-Arnav Travers 

 

I saw a mermaid, by Lilah 
I saw a mermaid yesterday when I 
went to the beach for vacation. 
Usually I don’t like water but I found 
a message in a bottle that said, GO 
IN THE WATER. OR ELSE. so I decided 
to go in the water like the message 
said. The water was warm. And to my 
surprise, I could breathe 
underwater. Then, I noticed something shiny on the ocean 
floor. It was a pearl! There was a whole trail of pearls! I 
followed them. When the trail ended, I looked up and saw a 
mermaid girl beading pearl necklaces! She was beautiful, 
with soft, black hair in two long pigtails and a pink, sparkly 
tail with orange dots across it. When she saw me, she swam 
away, leaving a trail of pearls behind her. I wanted to follow 
her, but i heard my mom calling me, so I went back up to the 
surface. I wonder if I will ever see a mermaid again.  

 
My skincare routine (face) 

Night: Face mask (Sunday nights) 
Wash face (preferably baby shampoo) 

Dry face (pat with towel) 

Smile at your face in the mirror 

Morning: 

Wash face (preferably baby shampoo) 

Dry face (pat with towel) 

Olay morning/day cream 

Smile at your face in the mirror 

- The routine righte 

The daily dose of opinion: 
American Airlines vs. United Airlines 
 
This April I went to Mexico. My family took American on the 
way there and United on the way back. We had two very 
different experiences. When we got onto American, the plane 
had iPads to watch TV, movies, and play games. The staff 
was also funny and understanding. They made sure that we 
were both safe and happy, they not only passed the minimum 
but they went over and beyond expectations. But, when we 
got on United there was no entertainment, which they didn’t 
have to have, but that may have made my experience a bit 
better. If you wanted to watch anything you would have to 
download the app, which you couldn’t actually do once on the 
plane. They made sure we were safe, but obviously they had 
to. They did the required minimum. The staff was rude, 
impolite, and blunt. They were rude to my sister (shout out to 
Amelie). They literally made my Mom cry because they didn’t 
care that we had back to back flights. No one knew the phrase 
“The customer is always right.” But don’t take that too 
seriously. There was one person who cared, the flight 
attendant. She was nice. On the second part of the way to 
Mexico on American, the pilot let us sit in the cock-pit. 
Whereas our trip on American was calm and collective, our 
journey home was hectic and chaotic. On the second part of 
the way back we had to run to our second flight and my Dad 
had to get his bag checked. So overall American was superior 
to United.  

 
The Sports Column  
By Jonah Freifeld  
 
Hello sports fans! Today we’re talking about 

all different sports far and wide.  

 

First of all let’s just realise that the Red 

Sox are probably not going to win the world 

series again. But we are doing better than we 

were at the beginning of the season when We 

won about 2 games and lost about 6.But now 

we're 44-37 which is just over.500. Secondly, 

the Bruins. I know it's sad the Bruins lost 

the  Stanley Cup.But they were amazing to get 

as far as they did because it’s not everyday 

the Bruins make it to the Stanley Cup.Thirdly, 

the World Cup- no not the men's- the women's 

next match that involve’s U.S.A is going to be 

very tricky. It is France vs. U.S.A. 

Surprisingly the women’s World Cup is almost 

over since we’re going in to the quarter 

finals.I for one think U.S.A will win. What 
do you think? 
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The Evil Overlord  
 
Greetings, my minions. I have checked my folder today, and I have found two questions.  
1. Who is your least favorite CIT? 
2. Why is the sky blue? 

I remind you that in addition to your questions, to put your problems into my folder, but I will 
answer the questions. Truthfully, I do not have a least favorite CIT because all of them are 
irresponsible, making them good members of our CIT community. The only responsible CIT ever 
was Bradly. Second, the sky is blue because of the chemicals used to make Panera. These 
chemicals pollute the earth and are responsible for 78% of global warming (which is a real 
thing). They also make the sky blue. However, every so often, the Panera chemicals and the 
Starbucks chemicals meet, and form a chemical reaction, which we know as rain. I should hope 
that by now you realize that everything you know to be true, is in fact, false.  
Sincerely, The Evil Overlord 

 
CAAP Classes Wordsearch 
By: Ellie L 

 

                           Words 

                                  CLAY                                 JAZZ 

                                  CONTEMPORARY                         KARATE 

                                  COSTUMES                             MAKEUP 

                                  FENCING                              OAK TREE TIMES 

                                  HIP HOP                              STAGECRAFT 

                                  IMPROV DRAMA    SWIM 

                                  THE MUSICAL 

 


